INTRODUCTION w x
In Janko 3 the 2-groups G have been classified with the property that Ž . ² :
m G possesses an involution t such that C t s t = C, where C ( C is
a cyclic group of order 2 m , m G 1. There is one more case of the centralizer of an involution in 2-groups which is very important. This is seen from the following ''conditionless'' w x theorem of Berkovich 1 .
For a finite p-group G, one of the following holds:
Ž . x = Q, where Q is cyclic or generalized quaternion.
In this paper we classify finite 2-groups G which possess an involution t Ž . ² : m such that C t s t = Q, where Q ( Q is a generalized quaternion
group of order 2 m , m G 3. From the start, it is clear that such a group G cannot be of maximal class. Then, by the known results, G must contain a normal 4-subgroup U. We have two essentially different possibilities according to t g U or t f U. Ž . Ž. In the first case, where t g U Section 2 , we have either C t s G or G the order of G is equal to 2 mq 2 and then we get four classes of 2-groups which will be given in terms of generators and relations.
Ž . In the second case, where t f U Section 3 , the situation is more complicated since the order of G is not bounded with the parameter m. In fact, in some cases with given m G 3, we get infinitely many 2-groups with the same centralizer of our involution t. The idea of the proof in the second case is to construct a certain large subgroup S of the known Ž . structure with UC t F S and then we show that at S is normal in G and G < < that GrS F 4. This last ''closure'' argument is the main trick in the proof. The corresponding argument in the previous ''cyclic'' case, which was w x treated in 3 , was considerably simpler. As a result, we obtain three different types of 2-groups G, since we have exactly three possibilities for the structure of S. In two of these types, the groups G could possess elementary abelian subgroups of order 16 and in that case the corresponding series of 2-groups will be given in terms of generators and relations Ž . Section 4 . The first member of one of these series is a 2-group of order 2 7 which is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of the simple group J of 2 order 604800. Finally, it turns out that the case m s 3 of an ordinary quaternion group Q ( Q is more difficult than the general case m G 4.
w x
As a direct application of these results and the results in 3 , we obtain a classification of 2-groups which have more than three involutions but Ž . which do not have an elementary abelian subgroup of order 8 Section 5 . w x Such groups have been considered by Rusin 4 by using a heavy cohomological machinery. Our methods are completely elementary. w x We shall use freely the notation and the known results quoted in 3 .
THE CASE t g U
In this section we prove the following: THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a finite 2-group containing an in¨olution t such Ž . ² : that C t s t = Q, where Q is a generalized quaternion group of order G 2 m , m G 3. We assume in addition that t is contained in each normal Ž .
4-subgroup U of G and that G / C t . Then we ha¨e the following possibili-G ties.

Ž .
Ž .
A1 If t f ⌽ G , then G has a maximal subgroup M so that G s ² :
Ž . 
Proof. Suppose that G satisfies the assumptions of our Theorem 2.1 and let U be a normal 4-subgroup of G. By assumption, we have t g U. Ž . 
² :
We have y ty s ut so 0 that tyt s yu and this determines the action of t on M. We have obtained Ž . the group G stated in part A1 of Theorem 2.1.
Ž . We examine now the difficult case t g ⌽ G and suppose at first that ² : 
a s a or a s a u. If a s a , we obtain a s at or a s aut .
If a s a u, we get a s a¨t or a s au¨t , where we set¨s a . 
² : x g a , so Q x would be a maximal subgroup of G which does not Ž . contain t. But this contradicts our assumption that t g ⌽ G . It follows 
Ž .
Hence, we may assume from the start that x 2 s a 2 my 3 and so the structure Ž . ² : of G is uniquely determined in this case. We see that here ⌽ G s t = ² 2 : ² : 
Hence we may assume that x 2 s 1 and so the structure of G is uniquely Ž .Ž . determined as given in part A2 d of our theorem. The proof is complete.
THE CASE t f U
In this section we examine the difficult case, where our 2-group G possesses a normal 4-subgroup U such that an involution t g G is not Ž . ² :
In order to formulate our main result, we shall define three types of Ž . Ž . Ž . 2-groups: A m, n , B m, n , and C m, n , m, n g N. DEFINITION 3.1. Let S s QL be a product of two normal subgroups
If C L s a and t s t, c s cz, then the so-determined group S we
Ž . determined group S we denote with C m, n for m G 4, n G 4.
In this section we shall prove the following result. THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a finite 2-group containing an in¨olution t such Ž . ² : that C t s t = Q, where Q is a generalized quaternion group of order Proof. Suppose that G satisfies the assumptions of our Theorem 3.1 Ž . and let U be a normal 4-subgroup of G with t f U. Set T s C U and G < < ² : then we have obviously t f T. This gives G : T s 2 and so G s t T. By Ž . ² : Ž . 
and S is isomorphic to one of the groups
A m, n , B m, n , Ž . Ž . Ž . or C m, n . If S ( B m, n , then we must ha¨e S s G. If S ( C m, n , then < < < < GrSm modular law, G s C t s t = Q, where Q s C t ( Q , m G 3, 0 G T 2 ² : Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . and so Z s z s ⍀ Q s Z Q s C t s Z G . Set G s N G . 1 U 1 G 0 <Ž . < Ž . ² :Since UG : G s 2, we have UG F G . Since ⍀ G s t, z , so ts b s z s 1, a s b s z, a s a ( Q , 2 m G 3. 2 2 t Ž . t Since y s¨s z, so x s y¨is an involution in G _ D . But x s y1 0 y1 ² : Ž . s y¨s y¨z s xz and therefore D s x, t ( D and D l U s Z D 1 8 1 1 ² : Ž . ² : m s z . We see that C D s a, bt s Q ( Q because G 1 1 2 1 bt 2 bt y1 y1 bt y1 x s y¨s y¨s y¨s x, bt s z and a s a .
Ž . Ž .
² : Ž . ² : where Q ( Q , m G 3, then G s UC t has the following structure.
and U g D .
1
Ž . The next step in the proof is to ''blow up'' the subgroup G s UC t as 1 G much as possible so that the structure of a large subgroup S containing G 1 remains ''about'' the same as the structure of G .
In the rest of the proof, we denote with S a subgroup of G of the maximal possible order subject to the following conditions:
In what follows, we fix the following notation. We set 
At first we shall determine the structure of S. Act with Q on the Ž . Ž . N N S _ N S with s g N S and tЈ s t g N 
S. By the above, we have a s c with k odd. Since y is an element of ² 2 : order 4 contained in a and¨is an element of order 4 contained in ² 2 : 
s b¨s 1, a s a .
Ž .
We want to determine all dihedral subgroups of S which are generated by a pair of distinct involutions in S _ U. We recall that any two distinct involutions always generate a dihedral subgroup. Any two distinct involu-Ž . Ž . tions in ccl t j ccl tc generate a dihedral subgroup which is contained Ž .
x sx tЈ g S, then there is an element x g N S so that tЈ s t s t which
generated by its involutions, and so L is a dihedral subgroup. Since Ž . since tЈ is conjugate to t in G. Hence we must have N S s G, which
generality, we may assume that t is fused in N S to b¨. This gives 
Ž . N S such that s normalizes N S and s g N S . Since t and tc are
classes of involutions in L _ c and also tЈ fuses the two classes of ² :
involutions in K _ a . This gives that c s c and a s a . In particular, we get
u s y¨s y¨s yz и¨z s y¨s u.
Ž .
² : Hence, the elementary abelian subgroup z, u, tЈ ( E is contained in 8 Ž . Ž . cial group of order 2 . We recall that N S acts transitively on the set of Ž . 
GROUPS WITH ELEMENTARY ABELIAN SUBGROUPS OF ORDER 16
As an application of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, we shall determine up to Ž . ² : isomorphism all 2-groups with an involution t such that C t s t = Q, Proof. Suppose that a 2-group G satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 and let E be an elementary abelian subgroup of order 16 in G. Using our Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, we see that we have exactly two possibilities: x t x s t az and so since x, s s 1 we have xb¨x s b¨az or b¨s ba¨z and finally b x s ba. We note that these replacements of generators did Ž . not affect the defining relations for S ( A m, m . The structure of G is uniquely determined.
In the remaining case m s 3 we have S ( Q ) D . We shall determine D , where i g 1, 2, 3, 4 , then L l D s t, z or tc, z and L 
